
Coordinating organization

Centre for Youth Cooperation and
Mobility, evs@cwm.org.pl

Host Organization

Centrum Nauki Experyment

Location 

Gdynia, Poland

More information on the
English version of: 

www.cwm.org.pl 

If you are interested in joining our
team and taking part in Voluntary

Service fill in this online
application.

application link

Experyment Science Centre
 Centrum Nauki Experyment is a modern,

interactive science centre in Gdynia, Poland. Our

passionate team of educators and scientists offers

engaging programs and exhibitions to everyone.

We love to promote science and technology

education.  

Our aim is to make science enjoyable and

accessible for everyone, no matter their age.

 One of our greatest attractions is the exhibition in

which guests can explore at first hand different

areas of science. We also organize lectures, and

various educational workshops, science shows,

not only in our centre but also around the Tricity. 

 

 The team working in Experyment includes people

coming from different backgrounds, which

contributes to create a diverse and fun

environment in which everyone (even you!) can

bring their self to the team. 

http://www.cwm.org.pl/
http://www.cwm.org.pl/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfJI0ZD5mKlKzYDDef1nBNrdhkixoU3bijfL3NSIRVgdwdr1A/viewform


WHAT DOES VOLUNTEERING IN
EXPERYMENT MEAN? 

 As a volunteer, you will be working mainly in the Event
Department. In that department, you will be able to participate in
the organization and implementation of the many different events
that the centre arrange each year (like Researchers’ Night,
Science com, Open’er Festival, and many others).  

 Creating and executing various workshops for children and
adults will be part of your responsibilities. Moreover, you'll have
the opportunity to use your ideas to develop these activities.

 Additionally, you'll be able to participate and organize science
shows, write science news on our social media, as well as attend
and support the series of lectures organized by the centre. 



WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR? 

Enthusiastic about science and learning 
Happy to work with people, regardless of age 
Open to new challenges and experiences 
Team players who are willing to cooperate with each other 
Open-minded and ready to welcome new ideas and new
cultures 
Patient  
Interested in methods of active education 



 WHAT CAN YOU LEARN FROM
VOLUNTEERING IN

EXPERYMENT? 

 During volunteering in Experyment
you will have the opportunity to learn
more about many different areas of
science, but also you’ll learn more
about active education and
communication.
 
 You will have a lot of space to develop
your ideas, using your creativity.
Working with us is a chance to improve
your team-working skills along with
your teaching abilities and you will
become more confident in working with
people of every age during workshops
or science shows.

 Also, it is a good opportunity to see the
whole process of creating educational
project, starting from brainstorming to
final implementation. 



WE ARE WAITING FOR YOU! 


